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From Teacher's  
heartI am delighted to note that like previous years , 

Kendriya Vidyalaya IIT Kanpur is going to release 
magazine but in new form (e-magazine) due to 
Covid 19.We all are really proud 
to bring out the e-magazine of 
class IX-B .Vidyalaya patrikas are 
exclusively meant for churning
out the latent talent  which bears
immense potentiality of sharpen
-ing communication skills.I would 
Like to express my gratitude to 
our  dynamic fountainhead inspiration ,worthy 
principal
,Vice principal,students and other teachers.
#stay home #stay safe. 

Dr.Raj Kishor Katiyar 
TGT -Maths 



Message from Monitor s
Success consists of going from failure to failure 

without loss of euthaliasm.

On behalf of class  9th -B , we want to thank s  principal 
sir who gave us the opportunity to make an individual
E magazine. We are sure through this magazine  
students of our school will become more  creative than 
earlier . We are also thank full to my class teacher who 
motivated us to make such a magazine. Now it is the 
time to ensure our reader about a pandemic  name 
Covid 19 or corona virus . We only  wants to tell you that 
please be hygienic and  stay safe .       

- Avantika Pandey
- Vidhansh Deboroy



Message from Editor's 
Nothing is impossible, by this thought we 
have made this magazine.
First , We would like to thank our 
honourable
Principal sir who provided us the 
opportunity for making e magazine . We 
also want to thank our class teacher who 
appreciated and deemed us worthy that we 
could do this . 
We gave our 100  % and thought that 
everyone would like this .# stay home#stay 
safe.

- Anshika

-Shivam



Let's have a 
Editorials Section 

Atika
Shruti
Vidhansh
Laxmi
Divyansh

Science
Hindi
English
Drawing
Maths
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Let's have 
look at 

Creative section of

English
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Let's take a  
View of

Magic📏
Maths
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Let's take 
a view of  

💡 Inovation and you💡

Science
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Let's have a new   

taste of 

Hindi
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Let's have a view of  

Our Creation's

and 
Some jokes
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Anshika  IX B

Anshika  IX B
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Anshika  IX B

♥️
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Unforgivable 

Memories 
and 

More
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Gems                     
Of

✒️ Class✒️
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Laxmi Pathak  

Avantika Pandey

Shruti

Art competition(sst ex) 2 rank
Poem recitation.   1 rank 
Art competition.  1 rank

Hindi calligraphy.    1 rank     
Slogan writing.   .   2rank 
Painting competition. 2 rank
Shudh vartani lekhan  2 rank

Card making         3 rank
Paragraph writing 2rank 
Calligraphy.         3 rank
Ashu bhashan.    2 rank

#stay home # stay safe 



Anshika Singh

Atika Pal Ashu bhashan      2 rank     
Kavita  path.         1 rank 
Sketching and shading  2 rank
Kahani kathan.      1 rank

Greeting card.       1 rank     
NCSC. (regional).  3 rank 
Sanskrit Olympiad    3 rank 
(section vise)
Slogan writing.     2rank

#stay home # stay safe 



N.  Sport's day                         
winners of
2019-2020

#stay home # stay safe 



Anshika Singh High jump 1 rank                           
200 meter rellay.   3rank 
400 meter rellay. 3 rank

Yogita 

Kiran

Long jump 1 rank                    
400 meter rellay. 1rank

200 meter rellay.   1rank 
400 meter rellay. 1rank

Long jump 3 rank                    Tanya

Laxmi Pathak High jump 3 rank                    
#stay home # stay safe 



Ajendra

Amirandra

Kartikey

Ayush Singh K.
Anurag

High jump 3 rank                    
400 meter rellay. 3rank
200meter rellay. 3 rank 
600 meter  race.   3 rank

400 meter      1 rank                    
400 meter rellay. 3rank
200meter rellay. 3 rank 
600 meter  race.   1rank

200,400 meter rellay.      3rank 

400 meter rellay.      3rank 

200 meter rellay.      3rank 
#stay home # stay safe 



Thank you 
🤗

By -Anshika Singh
- Shivam

#stay home # stay safe 


